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FARMVILLE. VIRGINIA, WEDNESDAY, OCT. 19, 1988

One Day Is Given
For Thanksgiving

V. 1.1*. A. Convention A. C. E. Members
Will Meet In
Receive Yearbooks
Frederieksburg
With Year's Program

Double Unexcused Mr. Coyner Will
Cuts Are Penalty Teach Class in
For Cutting Classes Reading German
"From the time that ola
end on Wednesday until classes
begin on Friday morning will
OOmprfM the Thanksgiving holidays this year.'' announced Dr.
J. L. Jarman this morning in
chapel. Dr. Jarman is cutting
short our usual Thanksgiving
holidays since he feels that the
holidays are (00 close to exams
which are only a few weeks off.
This year girls I hat cut classes
either before or after holidays
will have to take double unexcused cuts Instead .>i having 10
pay a one dollar fine as was recommended by the Student Standards Committee Heretofore students have been accumulating
their quarter's cuts and have been
taking them all before or 11ftIT
a holiday. The new plan will
eliminate this. The girls on the
Drills List however will not have
to abide by this rule. They may
take their cuts whenever they
wish. This is a privilege of being
on the Dean's list.

A class in reading German has
D' 111 formed. The class will meet
once a week on Wednesday afternoons at 4 o'clock. Mr. M. B. Coyner will teach the class.
Many in the class have had
some German before, but as many
1111.re have not. The class will begin immediately with a simple
Geiman reader. Those who have
signed up for the class are: Miss
Mary Clay HUH r. Miss Grace Moran. Miss Olive T. Her, Dr. Edith
Sfa vena, Miss Grace E. Mix, Miss
Eliabeth Hutt, Miss Nichols, Cathl line Pilcher, Nancy Cooley. Erne Meacham. Norma eMade.
Margaret Mohaupt. and Pattie
Alston Bounds. This is not the
complete class as yet.

Baptists Hold
Convention in
Memphis, Tenn.

Alpha Kappa
Gamma Sends
Delegates to Meet

The Fourth Quadrennial AllSouthern Baptist Student Conference—which will be held October 27-30 in Memphis. Tennessee. Farmville State Teachers
College will be represented at this
conference by Marion Harden.
President of the Baptist Student
Union on this campus. Olivia Stephenson. Carolyn Boothe, and
Caralie Nelson, all members of
the B. S. U. Council. This quadicnnial meeting is the largest
Baptist student gathering in the
world, and it is held once every
four years in order to give every
student a chance to attend once
during his college career. "My
Maximum for Christ" will be the
theme of the conference this year
at which 3.000 students representing the eighteen states of
the .South, will be present
The three-fold purpose of the
conference is the unification and
Inspiration of Baptist students
their spiritual uplift and world
outlook, and the advancement of
student work and the glorification
of God.
The speakers of international
fame who will address the present student generation include:
Dr. George W. Truett, the President of the Baptist World Alliance: Dr. L. R. Scarborough, the
President of the Southern Baptist C invention and President of
the Southwestern
Theological
Seminary in Texas; Rear-Admiral
Richard E. B.\rd 'pending': Dr.
Charles E. Ma.ldry; and Dr. T. G.
Dunning, from England.
Each student attending
the
meeting will select one of the
fourteen Commissions which will
be held. At these Commissions
will be discussed such subjects as:
"The Christian Student and His
God". "Practical Christian Living on the Campus", "The StuContinurd on Pave 3

Charlotte Minton. Kitty Roberts. Pattie Bounds and Sarah
Button will leave Friday, October
21, for Chapel Hill where they
will be delegates to the Alpha
Kappa Gamma Convention being
held there at the University of
North Carolina. They will go with
Jane Royall, the National President of Alpha Kappa Gamma,
and Miss Florence Stubbs, the
executive secretary of Alpha
Kappa Gamma.
The program for the eleventh
national conference of Alpha
Ki'ppa Gamma will be a full one.
Registration begins at 3:30 and
from then on there are committee meetings, circle reports, lectures and discussions.
One of the high spots on the
program will be a talk by Dr. E.
R. Groves. He will conduct an
open forum being assisted by his
wife, Mrs. Groves. At the banquet on Saturday night. Dr. English Bagby of the psychology department of the University will
speak on "Personality as a Factor in Leadership."

Delegates Report
On Convention
At Y. W. Meeting
In formal reports on the Blue
Ridge Conference held June 9-16
In North Carolina were given by
the State Teacher's College delegates, Sarah Button, Isabelle
Williamson, Nancy Gray, Louise
Wells, Carolie Nelson, Ollie Graham Koontz and Miss Nichols at
an open cabinet meeting which
was held in the Y. W. C. A. lounge
Wed. Oct. 12.
The main theme of this conference was "the inescapable demands of Christianity upon us."
The delegates attended various
discussion groups while there
which dealt with such problems
as interracial relationships, student government problems and
agriculture and the farmer. The
group was very enthusiastic about
one of the lecturers, Mrs Morgan, who dealt with personalities
The Y. W. C. A. hopes to bring
Mrs. Morgan to the campus some
day in November if it is at all
possible.
The Y. W. C. A. cabinet and
advisors had a retreat at Longwood last Friday afternoon at
which time the year's program

Dr. Jarman Installs
Senior Class With
Capping Service
Senior installation was held
Monday night in the large auditorium. Dr. J. L .Jarman capped
each of the one hundred and
forty-four members of the Senior
class at this time.
The seniors In their gowns and
their little sisters dressed in white
and carrying the caps entered
her. They proceeded row by
row to the stage where Dr. Jarman capped them.
After the capping services Dr.
Jarman gave a talk to the Seniors
on the privileges and honor of being a Senior.
1

/■;

College journalists from Virginia and the District of Columbia will hold their twelfth annual meeting at Mary Washington College in Frederieksburg on
October 28, 29. 1938.
The Virginia
Intercollegiate
Pi ess Association, headed by Jane
Sinclair, a senior at Mary Washington College, is the only organization of its kind in the United
States to hold annual meetings
over so long a period and the
growth and continuance of the
organization is a result oi the
service it renders to the colleges
in Virginia and the District of
Columbia.
The opening session will be at
2 p. m. on October 28 and will
be followed by the first group of
round-table discussions, one of
the features of the convention
fiom year to year. About 150
delegates are expected and Miss
Sinclair has worked faithfully to
present as attractive a program
as possible.
An informal banquet and dance
will be given on Friday night.
This is the main feature of the
social program as planned by the
entertainment committee.
All editors of publications are
asked to bring with them their
entrants for the 1938 V. I. P. A.
contest.

A yearbook containing the constitution, year s program, and
other information was presented
each number at the first meeting
of the Association of Childhood
Education held in Y. W. lounge
on Wednesday night, October 11
This first meeting of social and
business nature saw the formulation and explanation of the year's
plan for this organization of
Which primary training students
,ie members.
The tentative program for the
year includes a program of educative nature at which Dr. Eason of
the Virginia Stats Board of Education will be guest speaker in
Novembtr; an exhibit of children's
toys, put on in cooperation with
A. A. U. W.. of Farmville, in December.
January's meeting wiil be rau-ical at which time the Training
Jchool children will perform and
Dr. Harry Richman. director o
music in the state, will be present. Dr. Dudley of Farmville will
;
peak at a health program in February and Miss Jesse Haynes of
Richmond will be here in March.
New officers and delegates for
the national convention will be
elected in April and the annual
banquet in May will conclude the
year's plan.

Class Nominations
For Circus Queen
Are Made by Girls

Farmville (Jirls
Go to ACP Meeting
In Cincinnati

Nominations for Circus Queen
were made Tuesday. October 17.
by the four classes. They were Army Butterworth. senior class: Dot
Fischer, junior class; Cr.ralie Nelson, sophomore class, and May
Turner Wynne of the freshman
class.
The election of the Circus Queen
will take place this week. Voting
will be at the tube in the hall
oppesitethe town girls rooms. Each
vote will cost one cent. The girl
receiving the "ivatest nunibi r .it
votes will be crowned Queen on
Saturday. November 5. Her indentity will remain a secret until tlv
night of the circus. The members
o the court will be selected In the
near future.
Atetntion is called to the fact
that the circus has been postponed and will be held on Saturday
November 5 in stead of Saturday.
October 29.
The Circus is an annual presentation of Alpha Kappa Camma, national honor fratcrni:. fi .

I.e Noir Hubbard end Florence
BNM, e.lttor-in-chicf and business manager respectively of
"The Rotunda" and Miriam Ficklen and Nancy Grny. ?ditor and
business manager of "The Virginian" and Ann Dugger and
•'ohny Lybrcok, editor and business manager ol "The Colonnade"
will attend the annual meeting of the Associated Collegiate Press Convention in Cincinnati, Ohio from Novembei 3-3.
While in Cincinnati their official
headquarters wlil be at the Gibson Hotel.
The program this year features
Raymond Clappe'- a nationally
known feature writer and president of the famous Gridiron Club
in Washington. D. C. as a special

guest

Programs have been selected
that will be of interest to both
editors and business managers of
all publications
As guests of the University of
Cincinnati the delegates will atleadership,
tend a banquet, dance and a footPatty Bounds is the geneial ball game between the University
chairman in charge of the circus of Cincinnati and Ohio Weslcyan
for this year.
Continued on Page 6

Home Ec Students Find
Practice Homelike Home
By Becky Sandidgc
Eight-thirty this morning found
your reporter calling at a budgeted household run on the cooperation plan. Ushered into a shiningly clean living room via an equally
spotless reception hall, she unobtiusively began the observation
which brings to you this glimpse
of the Home Ec practice house—
at eight-thirty a. m!
A bustling, a broom's swish
and from second floor erupted
Hetty Moss bounding down the
stairs accompanied
by three
trashcans—before and after—
the second story house-keeper on
duty. The downstairs clean!
we may attribute lo Virginia Winston Smith—that housekeeper
again. But what do you think
was in the kitchen? Margaret
Thorpe- <-ook by trade—washing
the dishes Upon inquiry it wa
revealed that She acted in this
capacity only weekly. My hfl te
Elizabeth Bounds, explained their
plan of rotation which snaJA
girl to rise from the culinary department to the exalted pOSt Of
the hostess—Just like that!

The former hostess may have
gone to the culinary department
—who knows? At any rate it's a
fine project and upon graduation
from the household after the fall
term's completion
these girls
should really "know how".
There are in this model house
two three-giil rooms, one two
girl room and the room of the
supervisor. Miss Frances Hauck
Other than that the reception
hall, the living room, dining room,
kitchen and pantry occupy the
first floor.
The rooms are all modernly
furnished—or will be when completed. The kitchen whose products we can readily appreciate
|]| a delight to the (in
Ic heart.
With murder in your I.
read this—they have bn
O'clock Sunday morning, arc
privileged to attend in tfc
and at night tie
a raid on the
'!:. to be "home again.
Jam-

Support Your
Candidate For
Circus Queen

No, I

Mis? Royall Elected
Freshman Classman
Has Been Active
In All Movements
For Our College

Mis- .Tan:- Royall, who was
recently selected as Freshman Classman.

Collins Festival
Is Sponsored
By Rotary Club
Collins Festival, a group of four
weekly programs sponsored In
Farmville by the local Rotary
Club opened Wednesday night,
October 12. in the S. T. C. auditorium with a program of Balkan
and American Music. The remaining entertainments of the
festival are to be given in the
Farmville High School auditorium
on consecutive Wednesday nights,
and will be made up of the program of a ventriloquist and magician, of a lecture by a wellknown lecturer, educator, and
legislator, and of a play "Mary's
Other Husband".
The program Wednesday night
wa given by Charles, Anna, and
Martha Slanians who wore native costumes and featured the
tambwitza. native instrument of
Jugo, Slania. Assisting the musi1 liana was John Ilika, tenor, of
Chclago.
Wednesday. October 19. Mr
Lartng Campbell, magician and
Ventriloquist and his wife Kathryne will entertain with the type
of fun which has made the Laring
Campbell Company acclaimed for
twelve years.
The Campbells will be followed
on the succeeding Wednesday
night by the Honorable Geoffrey
F. Morgan, lecturer, educator and
legislator, a brilliant speaker of
rare wit and enthusiasm who has
been listed for years in "Who's
Who in America". Mr. Morgan
1 Chosen for his lecture the
topic, Your Money or Your
Life".
The final program of the festival
In:. Johnson's Broadway play "Mary's Other Husband' :ii '.'.huh Mary's problems
Continued on Paoe 3

Pi Gamma Mu
Selects Students
For Membership
r Oamms Mu. national Social
Selena f
day night
led the following new mem1

Miss Jane Royall. secretary to
the Head of the Home, was elected classman of the class of '42
at its meeting last week.
This is the second time that
Miss Royall has served as a classman. Being elected in 1934 as the
. lassman of the class of '38, she
guided them through their four
years of college life.
Miss Royall is a graduate of
Farmville and has bene secretary
to Miss Mary since 1934. During
that time she has taken an extremely active part in college affairs.
She has been an active member
of Alpha Kappa Gamma sun IS
her student days here. Last year
at the national convention of
Alpha Kappa Gamma, she was
reelected National President, and
as such she will preside at the
convention at Chapel Hill on October 21-22.
As a student here at Farmville.
Jane was a member of the Cotillion Club and Beorc Eh Thorn,
the English honor society. Her
senior year sha was president of
the Student Council. aJne still retains her membership in the Cotillion Club and Beorc Eh Thorn.
She is a district president of Pi
Kappa Sigma.
Mis sRoyall has two main hobbies. She has a collection of dolls
from foreign countries and her
Other hobby is books But as Jane
Royall's hours are very full she
always has time to devote to her
greatest hobbyt he girls.

Students Select
Outstanding (Jirls
For Yearbook
Votes were cast by the Student
Body Thursday. October 13. to
elect the eight most outstanding
girls to be featured In the Personality section of the 1939 annual, "The Virginian".
Each year a committee composed of three students and three
faculty members meets and decides upon fourteen girls of the
Junior and Senior classes they
consider most outstanding. From
this list of fourteen girls, only
eight are featured, those receiving the highest number of votes
The results of the election will
not be known until the annual

comes out in the spring.
The girl's names appearing on
the ballot wen Louise Anthony.
Marguerite
Blackwell,
Pattie
Bounds, Elizabeth Burke, Sarah
Button. Virginia Carroll, Anne
Dugger, Vera Ebel, Miriam Ficklen, LeNoir Hubbard, Charlotte
Minton, Kitty Roberts, Virginia
Whilehead .Smith, and Margaret
Stiillard.

Peggy Bellus (Jives
Musical Program
With College Choir
Peggy Beiius, a freshman, and
'he A Cspella Choli presented a
dedication program in chapel,
1
: 14. The numbers
were dedicated to Dr. J. L. Jarman
'1 in in 1 1.MU. 11.1 on the program 11 1 do "Annie Laurie",
Which WSJ dedicated to Dr. Walmsley A an SO
atig "The
Italian Street Song".
'iii. A CapeUa Cboti
sang
Bli
1 bJ Hou 1
it wi dedicated to Dr. Jarman. In this
I'. '■ ' 00k the solo part.
Peggy is a member of I he i hou
and the A Capclla Choir. Tithe fl]
in Which she has
any singing. She has been

Alvis. Juanita Cl
Dorothy I
.1
Mu hone. Lorana Moomaw,
Kh/abi th Prlnci Mary
Membership in Pi Gamma Mu
is made up of Juniors and Senlulred
number of courses in social
had academic
itand
• ill phase of taking vocal lessons since this
ininant In- summer when she
ing with Professor Alfred Strick.
terest.
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Seniors Should Set
Good Examples
For Underclassmen
Monday night you were installed as
Seniors—Seniors of the Class of '39. Just to
be a senior is a great honor in itself! It is
a place that you have worked for for three
years and now that you have attained it, do
you, Seniors, really understand the importance of your actions during this your last
year at Fannville State Teachers College?
As a Senior you are the oldest and most
experienced group Oil the campus. Naturally, the underclassmen, especially the
freshmen, look up to you as an example of
the typical student and the typical girl at
.uiiiMiit, IUI IUTSO i you Dow utre lung
IT than the rest and shouldn't you know
the rules, regulations, etc., of the college.
and haven't you been bare long enough to
catch the tine spirit of the college? Hut—
are you R typical person! Would you be
proud to have someone be just like you?
Are you the kind of person w ho could stand
to be Imitated? it is human nature t<> see
someone whom you admire inure than you do
the rest Of the people you meet and then to
set thai person up as your ideal anil then
strive to be as much like that person as you
poasiblj can. So isn't it possible that some
freshman will pick you out and then strive
to be as much like you as they can? If so,
Will you be proud tO see that person become
a .senior of the Class ol '12? Will she be an
asset or a hindrance?
Because the eyes of all the students are
on the Seniors, isn't it wise for us to uphold
the duties and rules of the Honor Code? The
Honor Code is the sel of lavs and rules by
which the students of Fannville ate governed. It is a vital and sacred part of our
college and we should and must strive to
Uphold it at all times. If a freshmen then
sees a Senior breaking one of the rules that
are Incorporated In the Honor Code,
she thinks that it is all right for her to do
the same, since the senior has been here
three yean longer than she has so alter all
doesn't she, the senior, know what to do or
what not to do? Then if this is true, would

liy Johnny Lybrook

By Harry Allen Overstrcet

Entered as second els mattei larch l. 1931, In
the Post Office »f Pannvllle, V rgtala, under act
of March 3, 193:.
Subscription

GLEANINGS

Imagination Runs
Rampant Through
Essay on "Destiny"

ROTUNDA

/CjT I.03ART C0LLE3E TV!E
•CUSPiCUP* IS '
) TO
THE FRAT5JNITY HAVING THE
_ST SCHOLASTIC RATiMG
• • • ON THE CAMPUS ' ' •

Humor From
Here and There

PlAYING BRIDGE
PURDUE UNION MARY JANE
DIETRICH WAS DEALT A 13 HEART, PERFECT HAND. BEFORE SHE HAD A CHANCE
TO BID, HER OPPONENTS HAD BID SEVEN
SPADES. THEY WENT DOWN THREE /

of whiskey into the sea.
Voice: Bravo!

When a trout, six inches in the
catching, becomes eighteen inches
in the telling, that is imagina:on. When a neurotic individual
who has failed in his life relatloi I, compensates with delusions
1 gr&ndeur i :id sees himself as
a new piophet of humanity, that
too. is imagination. Both of these
aptly illustrate the remark of
Shakespeare that imagination
■Given to airy nothing
A local habitation and a name."
And yet we laud imagination
In the great inventors, artists,
composers, statesmen. These, too. |
pluck something out of airy nothing, give it a local habitation, and
add to our existence something
for which we are profoundly
grateful.
Indeed to be without imagination is to be almost less than
human. For imagination is the
power to project beyond the
known into the unknown, beyond
the present into the future, beyond the achieved into the,
achievable. Without it. we should,
not move ahead an inch except
as Nature shoved us from behind.
Factual imagination is the
source of all great human attitudes. It is what gives courage
its meaning and direction, sympathy its insight, justice its wisdom, self-discipline its goal. To
know facts, but to penetrate berteath them and beyond them—
this is the triumphant and creative way of life.
Today the old facts no longer
fully serve us. There is a restlessnew that urges us to body forth
a civilization that is more in
keeping with what we have learned to expect of life. "The ways of
unimaginative men" writes the
poet Robinson, "are singularly
I fierce." They are the ways of
j men who wlU not see tne dark.
,
.
.
I ness that enshrouds our present

Lecturer: Ah. you're a tee-totaler. too. my friend.
Women are like:
A book—always bound to please
Voice: No, I'm a deep sea diver.
An auto—needs choking ever so
often
tmvarri
Conductor
< yelling
A train—often gets off on the
door): Is everything all right
wrong track
A party platform—subject to back there?
change without notice
Feminine Voice: Hold on! Wait
A stove—often needs a new lid till I get my clothes on.
A bed spring—cannot be squelcar-full turned
Tne
entire
ched
round and craned their necks
A chair—often needs sitting on expectanUv ^ a woman got on
Callous-it takes hard work to wjtn a basket of laundry.
get it, it hurts when you have it.
but you sort of miss it when it's
gone.
—Mountain Eagle
Definitions:
Garlic — Something without
Imagine the surprise of the which makes food taste good.
man at the station when called
Car—A thing attached to an acand asked if someone might send celerator.
a telegram through him.
Marriage-That which changes !«*«• wn0 would hold us t0 thea girl from an alluring possibility ories and to practices that are
"Where's your brother, Mike?" into a lifetime liability.
' too low for our human possibili"He's in the house playing a
A Wife—A woman who will ties. Destiny is not with these
duet: I finished first."
stand by you through all the men. Destiny is with those who
troubles you would not have had can open wide the eyes of their
Lecturer: If I had my way I if you had not married her.
| imigination and give to the still
would throw every cask of beer,
Love—A game that is never, uncreated world their hope and
every bottle of wine, every keg postponed on account of darkness, their allegiance.

Rotunda Reverherations
By Frances Steed

It was a relief to us all to hear
Jenny went to W. & L. this
the 6 o'clock bell rang tonight- week-end and ditched her daw
,
,
,
We don t haye tQ Jook ft
ihos(
w |lim (.>vo nours flfter her amv.
awful looking rats any longer.' a!, but Btralghtway found anothThat was the worst looking freeh- er and from all reports she doesn't
man class we've had yet—Guess regret a thing.
maybe Mae Wynne Is relieved too.
Saturday night, Jamie Lee didcause now she won't have to talk n't have a date with "Speedy'' and
in a whisper. We hope they won't so she went to the show. Then in
be too hard on you tonight in Rat came "Speedy" and sat down behind her. Now sin's raging because
Court. Mae, but I doubt it
Prances Williams had a note in he was all dressed up so she
her room just yesterday saying knows he had a date with somethat she was entirely too horsielone else after the show, can you
him when she won't give
With you freshmen.
one beginner, last week, due to him a date?
Storm of storms is Ann Shirs guilty conscious or lomethlng.
shrank clown in her seat in chapel
ituation this week! She just
when our leaders "ere tapped by can't decide which one of the three
Alphii Kappa Gamma She said
in Charlottesvlue she's in
she knew she was going to be love with. "When in doubt, etc—"
tapped and carried up before Dr.
Btallard Is hitting a new high
Jnrman for breaking so many
to the tune of Bob
rules, and she would just die hav- Buyers. Prom a Chi Phi to a K.
ing all those people crying for her \ ' Quite a change, don't you
Another told someone that they think?
had some sort of play in chapel
Too bad about "Jac" Hudgins.
an.I Burks took part in it. By the She went all the way to Norfolk
WSjr, Burke, how would you spel. to see Ken and when she got there
Hugo?
Ken had left town. Better luck
Rave you overlooked that diam- next time, "Jac"
"Who is this man called "Mysond monstrosity on Ora Wilson's
left hand? Not everyone can take
Whom all the girls talk about
an innocent week-end iouniev to in Shannon's?" asked one of the
preva'ent dense Freshmen at H Washington ami he SO lucky
she's the most excited girl on S. C.
Several people were unduly eoncampus next to Margaret Britten, ol course Her latest conquest cerned Sunday night when Essie
sehed sn exciting climax in
i date with Joe Geyer, fearthe form of Delta Kappa Epsilon ing that Betty Fahr was left holdinn but she won't wear it. ing the ban. but that cute girl
No on
n to know the r
came strolling in church, late, of
why.
e, with two men!
Ann Kelly in her usual twist of
0 can the five girls be who
tongue declared that she WS
Went U) the P. E. hotel Sundav for
dinner but lost their nerve before
d over the fact that
Whitman
I i play fa
their order reached them and filed
not it be to the advantages of every senior of dances ;,t W, ft I Where'd you nut one by one when an S. T, C.
HI! Brst rate information. official walked in?
to abide by the rules of the student govAnn
no telling who W.
had an awful time
ernment?
\ 1, will have up there next!
this week-end. She didn't know

Note: This is the beginning of a
number of guest columns that will
be held throughout the year by
members of the faculty who are in
a position to evaluate current Issues more fairly than your columnist.—Johnny Lybrook.
liy James Elliott W'almsley
Have we secured "peace in our day", or
have we by weak concessions made the aggressor stronger for the time when he feels
that his day has come? Let us admit frankly that there is no dogmatic answer.
One thing is clear, we think it is hopeful. We are approaching peace with a new
understanding. There are two methods of
keeping the warlike from fighting.
One,
tried for ages, is to weaken, hamper, and
unfortunately enrage the one we call the
aggressor. The other, rarely if ever tried.
i< to go more than half-way in concessions
to the aggrieved and therefore aggressor
nation.
In no field is the either-or fallacy in
thinking more dangerous than in international relations. No clear case can be found
in history of a right nation or a wrong nation in time of war. It is perfectly useless
to argue the right or wrong of the World
War, or even of the Versailles Treaty. We
do know that, right or wrong, there came
out of that treaty a group of nations that
were fairly sated and satisfied and therefore peaceful in the sense that they feared
any change.
But there was also a group who nursed
a sense of humiliation and injustice. And
each member of this group wanted, needed,
and threatened a revision of treaties.

Taylor was coming to town and
she had a date with someone else
and who should walk in but Taylor!
Mickey Beck crashed through
with a brand new radio from the
boy back home. These freshmen
can really accomplish things in a
big way.
Setana West is having a new experience this year!
Does anyone know what is false
about Theresa Brinkley? Would it
be her eyelashes or finger nails?
Ficklen's theme song has become "Change Partners" over the
week-end.
Had Jean and Eloise been night
riding Sunday night or had they
really been to Richmond?
Kit is enjoying her early morning breakfasts with "Misery". You
hSTS probably got something
there. Kit.
Heard on the sidewalk was a
remark of interest when a certain girl was suggesting to a certain boy that he come to see her
when Marguerite is out of town.
As a usual thing Dick Woolling
divides his time fairly equally between the Butterworth twins. But
t!iis week-end he didn't have a
chance Army was dating some
"Bo"-legged boy and Betty had
someone else.
Kitty Maynard made the dirt
column in the "Va. Tech" last
week We don't know the particulars, but it was something about
her and the football captain holding up the traffic on Broad street
Saturday night.
The latest in the line of gala
events is Bobbie Trice's and Bess
Windham's celebration of their
anniversary. Sounds serious
to me.
And now. unless Miss Bounds
has her usual repertoire to add,
that's all.

What, then, of Czechoslovakia? Let us
be brutally, painfully honest. There never
was a Czechoslovakia. There was a Bohemia, of Czech people, closely related and
friendly to a section of Slovak people, who
demanded and deserved recognition for the
choice of the winning side in 1911. But this
small ethenic and industrial unit would not
be large enough to count in military affairs,
that is, to support the victorious allies
against German renascence.
To balance the military situation against
the war that has always followed a peace
of revenge, a fringe of alien, hostile peoples,
against their unanimous protest and against
the advice of some American members of
the Peace Commission, helped make up a
Czechoslovakia, who was no more her own
master when under French dominance than
she will be now under the Reich, to whom
she promises to be "loyal."
"Will this stop Hitler?" At least it will
take away the strong moral appeal on the
part of the under dog. It is an attempt to
try satisfaction rather than

intimidation.

The greatest danger to real peace lies with
those noisy patriots who condemn Chamberlain and his fellows for

avoiding,

let

us devoutly hope preventing, a war in which
the critics and die hards of today would be
as invisible then as they are

now

invin-

cible.

I
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Kryil and His Symphony

Kryl's Orchestra
Is First Program
On Lyceum Course
For This Year

G. F. BUTCHER CO.
"The Convenient Store"
Dealer In fancy groceries and
confectlonei I
MO High Bt.
... mvuie, v.i

FILMS

Soloists Will Be
Presented On
Lyceum Program
Bohumin Kryl and his Symphony OrobMtra will give two
performances bare
Wednesday.
October 26, in the first lyceum of
tho school year.
This organization, which is nowentering upon its thirty-fourth
consecutive season, has traveled
over one million miles and presented over twelve thousand concerts. Many engagements have
been repeated year after year in
all the leading cities from coast
to coast. During the season 1937
Kryl and his Symphony Orchestra played before 162 audiences
and in the United States and
Canada. Everywhere this orchestra has been acclaimed for its
outstanding programs and brilliant performances.

Faculty Members
Appear on
\ arious Programs

Dr. James Elliot Walmslry was
guest speaker in Petersburg. Vii6 or s Exposure Kolls
ginia, on Tuesday, October 18.
Any size Di vel >ped
O^p
The subject for Dr. Walmslry - and Printed
^""
talk was "Men Who Made the
Hi pi .11 3 i nl - up
Constitution'
Speaking befoie BCONOM1 PICTURE M MM RS
the Col. John Bannister chapter
Btaonton, Virginia
of the Daughters of the American
Revolution, he told short anecdotes about some of the men who
made the constitution, showing
their personality.
Mr. Holton was on the program
of the Community League at
Prospect on Tuesday night.
(frailty—Service
Appearing on
the program
with Mr. Holton was the fourth
grade of the Prospect Grammar
School, which put on a play. Mr.
Holton spoke on "The Purpose of
the School".
Farmville, Virginia

BROOKS-KAYTON

Kyrl and His Symphony Orchestra which will play for the first Lyceum program of the year
on Wednesday night. October 16.

Farmville Girls
Are Married
During Summer

Freshmen Entertain
f\iii(/ Sophomore
With Dance and Song

Thirty-three Girls
Will Teach Grades
In Spring Quarter

COAL CO.

Planters Hank &
Trust Company

"Gangway Here comes King
Sophomore!" And so—his Royal
Highness, Duke of Student, Baron
of Annex, Earl of Gym. etc., etc.
took his place on his throne and
Member: Federal Reserve System
Thirty-three students will do
Mary Louise French and James exclaimed in a powerful roar, "I
Continued from Pane I
Federal Deposit [na Corp.
Everett Hargrove* were married: demand entertainment! A prize their practice teaching in the ele- dent's Faith and Doubt". Dr.
mentary grades in the spring
in the garden of the bride's home, I to the one who can amuse me."
Cedar Hedge. Sunnyside on June. The matter was then turned quarter of 1938-39. Eleven of the Theodore F. Adams, from Richmond, who preached the Bacca25.
over to his subjects <Freshmen), girls will teach at John Randolph laureate Sermon here last year
Emma Gantt Glover of Buck- I and performances were given for while the remaining twenty-two will conduct the discussion on FILMS PURCHASED AT THI8
Main feature* of the program ingham became the bride of Mal- the benefit of the stern and will do their practice teaching in "International
problems and
STOKE ARE DEVELOPED
will be solos rendered by Burtis colm Sadler of Buckingham July mighty monarch. He was hard to the College Training School.
Race
Relations".
The girls teaching in the TrainPreston, baritone. Dorothy Dick- 9 at the home of the bride's bro- j please too. Imagine being only
!•' It i: I.
On Saturday afternoon during
erson. soprano. Barbara La Brun. ther.
"faintly interested" in a gay toe ing School are:
the great Student Conference
Kindergarten:
Charlotte
SteOne Day Serviee
harpist, and Florian Zaback. vioTbe wedding of Dartha Louise, dance presented by one of the phens.
three thousand college students
linist.
Harrison of Waverly to Nelson R. lovely dames of his court. It was
will
march
down
the
Main
Street
First Grade: Margaret HolberNottingham of Baltimore took so romantic <we thought i when ton. Sarah Anne Rucker, Mary of Memphis. Band music, radio
one
of
the
lords
serenaded
his
place in June at the Carsley MethSeeauma, Victoria Tanner, Virgin- broadcast from the reviewing
lady with "All I Do Is Dream of it Taylor.
odist church.
stand, pictures for the movies and
1
magazines, and college banners
Agnes Elizabeth Wells married, You," but his Majesty—Duke of
Second
Grade:
Lina
Hale,
Mi
Arthur Woodley Chalkley in the ( Student, Baron of Annex, etc.. dred Gentry, Louise Nance. Eve- and college spirit will make this
Presbyterian church at Farmville etc. stated that he was "merely lyn D. Timberlak?. Carrie Yeatts. march a great demonstration of
interested." Even when the song
in June.
Third Grade: Caroline Barnes. the power of Christian youth.
ended in a fond embrace, he sat
The girls from Farmville will
Mildred Gentry has been M Mary Garland Hanes was marWin ree Drewry. Coralie Drewry.
leave on Wednesday morning, the
lected by Pi Gamma Mu. na- ried to George Randolph Hobson unmoved on his throne. (Why, he Mauree Jones.
tional honor fraternity in history of Culpeper at the home of the was simply inhuman!)
Fourth Grade: Sarali E. Fergus- 26th of October and return on
"Rawther entertaining!" was on. Irene Gills. Annie L. Taylor, October 31. This trip is open to
and social science, to be chair- bride in Buckingham on June 11.
We do bnrWMe half-acting
the only reply he made after the Lilly Weaver.
any college student. It is not
man Of the 1938 Mardi Gras comAnne Randolph Putney of j
yet
too
late
to
plan
to
go.
On
to
mittee. Marguerite Blackwell has Farmville was wed to William tap dance that followed.
and re-heeling
Sixth Grade: Lois Bailey. FranBut success came at last! A ces Martin, Mildred Williamson. Memphis!
been chosen to be business and Evans Sherlock Flora of Canton,
advertising chairman of Mardi Ohio at Duke University Chapel reading on "The Underprivileged
The girls teaching at John Ranmembership must be purchased.
Gras. Nellie Putney has been se- on June 4. Her sister. Nellie Floyd Children at Camp" was given dolph are:
6. In case of mutilation of
amid
hilarious
laughs
of
all,
and
lected as her assistant. Clara Not- Putney, was maid of honor for her
First Grade: Edith Fitch, Dor- identification card <or emblem'
his Highness had to admit that othy W. Davis.
tingham is tlic Boor chairman for sister.
he was amused. Consequently,
a duplicate will be issued upon
Dodge A rlMiiouth Cars
the event with LeNoir Hubbard
Second Grade: Anna Bradnei. return of a reasonable portion
Lucille Eleanor Ahers married the prize of sixty-one dollars and
as her assistant. Virginia WhiteDodge Trucks
Frances
Perkins.
| more than halfi, plus a fee of
head Smith is in charge of the William Eston Harvey on Satur- three cents <no more and no
Third Grade: Mary L. Cox.
day, August 20, at Eldon, the less' was awarded. His ExcellenWe service ail makes of eara
$.10.
decorations.
Eunice Westbrook.
Mardi Gras is an annual event home of the bride, in Appomattox. cy, Baron of Annex, Earl of Gym,
Fourth Grade: Marjorie Bass.
Lou Ella Covington of the class etc.. etc, had at last been enter- Dorothy Reynolds.
which is sponsored by Pi Gamma
Mu. It is given every year on the of '34 was married to Ernest Carl tained.
Fifth Grade: Edith Jollitt. SaCompliments of
Tuesday before Ash Wednesday. Rogera July 10 In Pamplin.
rah Joyner. Louise Watterson.
The wedding of Maude Nileen
The queen and her court are to be
selected by a popular vote of the Hun to the Rev. Robert Thomas
form of a highway market shield,
Smith of Evergreen was on June
student body at a later date.
seven by seven inches. In a diag28 at the First Baptist Church in
onal band are the letters R. C. T.
Petersburg.
while in the corners are symbolic
Mattie Louise Glenn of Prospect
An organization for the pro- thumbs. The figures are in white,
was married to the Rev. J. Flet- tection of "Thummers" known as on a background of royal blue.
Continued from Page 1
cher Osborne at Glendale. the the R. C. T.. or Registered Col- This emblem bears the same seLow l'rkvs Always . . . Where Quality Counts
legiate Thumbers forwarded lit- rial number as the identification
begin when her wealthy uncle bride's home in June.
The College Church at Hamp- erature to Dr. J. D. Eggleston card.
and the man with whom she has
We appreciate your patronage
Ivy McMull ii,
jiLst eloped clash by mail. Hus- den-Sydney was the scene of the concerning this organization. Dr.
3. The member is to explain
band Harvey refuses to meet marriage of Ruth Dunnington to Eggleston turned this material the features of the organization
Uncle and not only must Mary 1 : amis Ghigo of Valdese, N. C, over to the Tiger which hereby to the operator giving him transproduce the expensive furnishings June 4.
prints its prospectus.
portation. Particularly, he must
of which she has indiscreetly
Aims
make clear the waiver of liability.
Nannie Belle Stainback, of Al1. To identify one class of worboasted, but she must also find berta, married William Woodrow
4. The member must at all
See thene Attractire
a substitute for her husband!
Wyatt of Richmond at 4 o'clock thy individuals who find it neces- times dress like a gentleman, act
sary to ask for free transporta- like a gentleman, be a gentleman.
Saturday, July 2 in Dinwiddie.
NEW ...
5. The member must at all
Sallie Emmie Carter was mar- tion, namely college students.
2. To furnish drivers with times abide by the law of the
ried to Lee Harry Saunders of
Windsor at the Hotel Kenbridge. agreeable companions for pas- state in which he is travelling.
sengers.
Dues. Terms, Etc.
August 6.
3. To release the driver and ow1. The dues are nominal, at
The wedding of Myra Elizabeth ner of a vehicle from the finanUnder the direction of Miss Reese of Roanoke to Curtis Emery cial liability associated with in- present $.50 per year. This fee
i covers registration and complete
Leola Wheeler, the supernatural Cuddy took place in August in jury or death of a passenger.
j filing of identification data, cost
English play by Button Vain Capron.
4. To remove the other hazards
"Outward Bound" will be proMary Warren of Chatham and connected with "giving a lift" of emblem, identification card.
EXQUISITELY tTTUD
duced on December 2 by the Conley William Weston were mar- by limiting membership to those plus promotional and operational
costs.
Jongleurs cooperating with the ried at the bride's home on Au- of attested good character.
AM)
2. A commission of 33 1-3 per
dramatic club of S. T. C.
gust 4.
Membership
j
cent
is
allowed
the
cooperating
As yet no roles have been defi1. Open only to duly regisOdell Lavinder who married
KXPKKTLY TAH.OKID
nitely cast but several boys are Frank Bernard Martin on June 25 tered college students. A state- Student Council for work involved
looking over different parts. Bob is now living in Asheville.
ment verifying the applicant's In securing membership applications. The R. C. T believes this
Engle is reading the part of
Ellen Earle Jones of Milldale collegiate affiliation, as well as
fault ion id of
Henry, a young lover, and Keith and Joseph Carlyle Huffman of his good character, must be made to be a desirable means for a
raise
Eubank the part of Mr. League, Millboro were wed at Mount Zion by a recognized authority of the student organization to
funds, since it promotes a worthy
a business man. For the time the ancestral home of the Earles institution.
III mini.' Kit \ on
being, the part of "Scrubbie', the in June.
2. An application for member- cause, and returns to the member Mi
'
worth many times
t.'rrpM . . . Satins
bartender has been assigned to
The marriage of Mary Willia ship must come through the
Lex Allison, and Jim Johnston is Hendrichs to Eugene Wellons At- Student Council, on an official the small amount involved.
3. Upon receipt of an apphcataking the role of Tom Prior, a km- took place at the bride's application blank.
; tion. accompanied by dues, from
young drunkard. Jimmy Baldock
Obligations of Members
home on July 2.
1. A
Registered Collegiate which commission has been deis trying out for the part of Mr.
Murkland Adeline Dressier of Thumber will carry his official ducted, the Secretary will forThompson, the examiner, and Covington and Thomas Edgar
identification card with him at ward identification cards, propseveral boys are competing for Tinner Jr. were married on Sat- all times. The card bears his erly filled out. directly to the
Colors: H bit . . . HI tie . . .Host ... \" n
■ lent of the Student Council.
the role of Mr. Duke, the minis- urday, June 25.
home address, the name and adAnnie Claiborne and John dreea of his college or ""'versity, As noted previously, both emblem
Tuck-ins and over blouse st\ Irs—tin \ in liul Individual!]
ter.
Chappell
How t home were married and is certified by his Student and card bear the same registraand wiu'll love their smartness ami peifeet lit llir\
It was announced that all the
tion
number,
as
full
nance
Council President, as well as by
ai DundM June 24.
wash, too
characters in the play would be
Gladys Eureka Oliver and Carl an officer of the R. C. T. On the against fraud.
assigned at the next meeting of Glenn Wenner were married July
4.
The
term
of
membership
is
a nf the card is a legal
waiver of liability, to which Is one year, and may be renewed at
the Jongleurs. At that time the 2 In Naiisiinond County.
time, provided the member
Cl.arlr W Fntts of White affixed the signature of the
NEW
names of the gills taking fenuQ1
retains his status as a college
Post,
has
announced
the
engagemember.
nine parts will be disclosed.
I Rfl
HOSIIII 1
ment of her daughter, Mary Louise
2. As visible roadside identifi- student Tha expiration date is
UIAIII. I'KHI
\fl»M< I
HUM
"Outward Bound" has been Warner, to Walter Wesicarver, Jr. cation, the member will have an May 1.
given once in the past by an all of Berryvillc. The wedding will authorized emblem on one piece
5. In case of loss of memberof luggag. This insignia is in the ship card 'or emblem>, a new
take place in the fall.
boy cast at Hampden-Sydney.

Baptists

SOUTHSIDE
DRUG STORE

Gentry Is Appointed
Mardi Grill Head
For This Year

Electric Shoe Shop

Johns Motor Company

Registered Collegiate
Thumbers Offer H.-S.
Their Prospectus

Collins Festival

"Outward Bound"
Is Selected For
Joint Fall Play

SANITARY GROCERY COMPANY
Inc.
Farmville, Virginia

Bonnie Briar
PAJAMAS

1.98 2.9S

,;:;::
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Featured Baritone

Student Teachers
Winter Quarter
Are Announced
By Dr. Wynne

Dr. J. P. Wynne head of H I
Department <>f Education and
Philosophy has announced the
list M
v iio are teaching In
the elementary schools for the
Winli i Quartet 1938-39.
iii the Training School there
will be twenty-four student teachers while al John Randolph .In .<
will be eleven teachi i
Teaching. In the Training School
arc: Kindergarten: Norms Paniplin, VlrglnlS Lee Taylor, Mm mi
Trafford, Helen Watts.
Second Grade: Oenevleve Coakc,
Jane Powler, Opal Haughton, Jenc
p. Shepherd.
Third Grade: Margaret Bai.loi:
Mary Catherine Oreene, Neil Harvey. Daphne Wilderson.
Fourth Qradi Lucy Baskervilli
Myrtle Cook. Genevieve Moody.
Lucy Staples.
Sixth Garde: Annie Benton, Virginia E. Irby. .lane Jackson, Doiothy J. Smith.
The Kills teaching at John
Randolph an:
First Grade: Ellen Gray. Ann
1 I ike.

Second Grade: Caroline Barnes.
Myrtle Borum.
Thir dGiade: Elizabeth Lewis,
Lois Powell.
POurth Garde: Carolyn Louise
Ford, Vivian Moore,
Fifih Orade: Evelyn W. Drewry. Myrtle Hamlln, Virginia Oakcs.

Brother Rat Will
Have Premiere
Showing Friday
The premiere Showing of Brother Hat" will be held in Lexington
al the State Theatre on October
20. However, according to Gen ml
Kllbourne, the superintendent of
v M i., i.nd contrary to publicized rumors, PrlscillS Lime and the
Warner Brothers director will not
be present for the first showing.
Maybe rou'vi notia d how Sarah Hayes, Prances Hutcheson,
i.i./n- Illett, B3nors Paison, May
Wirts, Betty 11 a Downing and Lib
Wilson have changed their attitude sboul atendlng the opening
dances this week-end at v. M. I.
since they heard Pnseilla Lane will
DO( be there She would have been
righl much eompetition .since she
was bringing from Hollywood her
own maid in attend to ha wardrobe, a hair drester, twelve pair of
evening shot ■ and ;i promise to
dance with every Cadel at the In
StitUte They had even planned to
make it | drsl ClaSI pi ivileec to
get stuck with her at the dimiv
it may be cattj bul twelve pair
"' *VI mi:
OUndl like an
insull to the cadet's ability to
trip the light fantastic
At the Thursday showing only
the cadets and faculty of v. M. i
will I,., present On Friday the
u hlngton .md Lee students ami
town people have their chance so
that the theatre will be left fm
fl
"' ''
.md their dates on
Saturday
it's news when a man bit
'"it it't supernen wh< n i
football coach has to pay to ,.
his own team In action Hut that's
happened at
the
ersity ,.t Bcranton when
' H Daviei and Jones were
stopped at the gate for no
until tin paM through the window,

New Art Teaeher
Comes to Farmville
Booton of I.inay.
■ '• (I .ill

>t!( i

Expert Radio Repair-

For Health and Sophomores

Thirty-five Girls
Teach in the
Elementary Grades

•Ml

l<r<sllIIHII Take Treatments

to

teach in the :,rt department of
• setters College
' i M
('outline, head
of the departmint
Mei Booton was a degree grad
uate •
,i„.„
she has taught m Covington and
:
thl fi .(i ttflfhlng in Luray.

Curtis Preston, a featured
baritone soloist who will appear an the Lyceum program
next Wednesday night.
After five years of experimenting with courses on marriage
problems. Syracuse University this
fall established one of the first
full-credit classes in the subject.
But. though 80 per cent of the
men voted m a student referendum in favor of the course, not
a single male registered for the
new class.
Men. not afraid of marriage or
the discussion of it. are afraid of
•ring in a home economics
department course, officials believe, for it Is In that division
that the subject Is offered.

"Blackberry Winter"
Is Civil War
Novel of Georgia

My, my what a health conscious that curl out of your hair, all
fashman class we have! They light—now go wash your corneven take their settin' up exer- plexion off and get back here for
cises in the morning—at 6:30 inspection."
o'clock no less. Of course, this was
Mysterious white shrouded flgupon the invitation of the Sophs, uies reign supreme at the rat
Have you ever seen such a copo- courts. Weird high-pitched voices
native bunch? They do every-jca:l upon "horsey freshies" They
thing the Sophs tell them or else.'are put to acid tests—"Peel like
Here, there—everywhere, scutt- i a banana, crab like an apple,
ling about, cleaning shoes, carry- j sour like a lemon."
ing laundry, emptying trashcans.
Nominated for Rat Court Wedwnting love letters, making beds, nesday night is the girl who
sweeping floors—are the
rats when told to throw her chest out
■with a Soph directly behind).
of the window replied, "what do
Halls and campus echo with you think I am—a darn giant!"
calls of "Skip rat. square corners Also the bunch of rats who sang
here, sign off. hey. Freshman, wipe
i when they thought they were
that smile off; come on out here
and truck, come up to room 20, alone) "Home Was Never Like
etc.; and be there on time, comb This."

Swing Concert
Will Be Given
By Tubby Oliver
"Tubby" Oliver and his orchestra will give a swing concert
in the S. T. C. auditorium Tuesday evening, November 1, at 8
o'clock.
The program, consisting of a
variety of swing songs new and
old, will be broadcast, through
WRVA and submitted to the Columbia Broadcasting System.
Guest artists for the evening's
entertainment will include members of well known bands such as
Art Shaw. Larry Clinton. "Jelly"
Leftwich. Hal Thurston and The
Auburn Cavaliers. Among other
artists participating in the concert are the Mac Sisters who are
currently heard over the NBC on
the Pick and Pat program every
Monday. Kaky Fagan who is
heard on the Southern Dairies
program from WRVA, Jerry Marcella. Snapper Lloyd, first trumpet player in Larry Clintin's band
and Claudle Bowen. first trumpet
player in Art Shaw's band.
A limited number of tickets
will be on sale at Shannon's from
now until the evening of the
concert.

With "Gone With the Wind"
fresh in our minds, it is doubtful
if "Blackberry Winter" will be
as widely known as it might have
been, Some people will try to
compare the two novels, and although they are both centered
around Georgian families they
are entirely different in plot
While "Gone With the Wind" is
baesd on the Civil War. Evelyn
Hanna has used the war only for
a background in her story.
Merrivale. a fine and prosperous cotton plantation, had been
built by Richard Merriman after
the Revolution No one else wanted the red. raw hills, but Richard knew that from that land he
could pick a fortune in cotton.
Tax collectors are going to colBy hard work and the aid of his
lege
this fall, especially on Satwife, he built for himself and
his children a beautiful home in urdays.
For with the recent supreme
the hills of Georgia.
court
ruling that football is not
Here Gena Merriman wore out
her life with hard work, and bore an essential educational activity,
the three sons who were so un- j football games are pouring thoualike. To George, the only one of I sands of dollars into the federal
the boys who loved the land, was treasury each Saturday from the
left the plantation. Paul, a bril- ten per cent tax on each ticket
liant but shiftless sort, went away1 over 40 cents.
to study medicine and never re-j Experts estimate that the go»
tin in it Jacques, whose love for ernment will collect $50,000 on
Indian maidens was uncontroll- s good Saturday—and a "good
able, died with an arrow in his Saturday" is one on which apback Thus it was George the proximately 500,000 spectators
worker who built a gin. mak- pass through the stadium turning it possible for the plantation stiles.
to put out more cotton. It was
• who protected nnd marThis is the only requisite—
rled the girl Paul had seduced simple faith in Christ. Won't you
and deserted sad brought up his think seriously and earnestly in
worthless brother's illegitimate
regard to your own sin problem.
son as his own.
Christ is the only solution to it.
man of leisure, the second In Him and in Him alone will
Paul Merriman. brings the ineviyou find the remedy for this most
table downfall to the family al- fatal disease.
read] doomed. He is at once romantic and contemplative—a reluctant manorial landlord, conHeard in the dining room st
vinced of the futility of the sys- breakfa |
tem he represents, We are left
Hopeful freshman:
"I want
with the Impression that the coffee, please."
tramp of Yankee troops through
Bitter upperclassman: "Sorry,
a has brought death for you'll have to take what's in the
him M well as for half-ciazed pot."
Cynthia Merriman. We are also
—Florida Flambeau
rith the picture of old Cato
tortured by these same soldiers m an effort to discover the
buried household silver. Spared
this tinal shock Richard might
lived on for a few more
futile yean But the family was
CAMBRIDGE, MASS.—A new
already dism!
and not attack on the problems of what
d to outlive the order that
causes personal failures or success
had created It.
"Blackberry Winter" is drama- has been launched by Havard
tically written and packed with University with the establishment
act urn True, it might have been of a long-time study of "the forces
a better novel if n few of the
devices already to familiar to> that have produced normal young
readers of Southern novels had men "
Under the direction of Dr. A. V.
been left out, but it would not
been more popular for their Book, head of the hygiene departomission "Blackbi rry Winter" is ment, the Investigation will deal
a beautifully written story which with the heredity, constitution,
Will find many leaders dl
family, school life and other elerecent competition
ment
■ Qg to the make-up
—Hazelwood Burbank Of the individual.

News And Views

Harvard University
Studies Success

ing—all makes
Reasonable Urices
LYNN'S
WILLIS, the Florist
Flowers for All Occasions
PHONES 181—273
Dorothy Dickinson, featured soprano soloist with Kyrl
and His Symphony Orchestra,

Dartmouth College is a man's
school, and of course their plays
must feature all-male casts—and
thereby hangs a tale.
Studiously considering the advantages to be derived from buyJane Powell. Selma West and ing a Players' season ticket book,
Vera Ebel were delegates from Al- two members of the still very
pha chapter at the region confer - "green" freshman class were seen
ence of "the Sigma Sigma Sigma j observing the billboard in front'
sorority, which was held last week-! of Robinson Hall the other day.
end at the Hotel Governor Cabell I Before parting with their five
almighties they wanted to be sure
in Huntington. W. Va.
Chapters were represented from,of Re,tin* ,neir money's worth
After contemplating
for a
Marshall College, Concord. East
Radford, Fairmont, Drexel and while, the smarter one of the
Wilson College. This meeting was two pointed an accusing finger at
of the chapters in the second re- the female lead in last year'i
show. "Huh." said he. "Rotten
gional district of the sorority.
The opening meeting was held makeup. He doesn't even look like
Saturday afternoon after lunch- a woman."
eon. Included on the program was
a musical presentation and an address by Mrs. Jack B. Ayres and
Miss Lee Fairchild Bacon. After
the address by Miss Ida Belle Dowdel, secretary and regional adviser
PI-RE DRUGS
movies of the chapters were
shown.
MEDICINES
At seven o'clock there was a
TOILET ARTICLES
formal dinner at the hotel after
which there was a musical proquality—Price—Service
gram and a skit that was presented by one of the chapters.
FARMVILLE
VIRGINIA
At nine o'clock there were private ceremonies and at 11 o'clock
chapter spreads.
The conference adjourned on
Sunday.
Miss Ornvn Mcrag. adviser for
the Alpha Sigma Alpha surut'lLy.
Tailoring—Cleaning—Pressing
entertained the members of the
Alpha chapter at a picnic at Longwood on Tuesday, October 11.
Following a picnic supper in tfee
PHONE 203
woods below the cabin, down before the won fireplace, the girl
sang all the group songs.

THREE CHEERS FOR

LINDSEY'S

Sigma Delegates
Attend Meeting
In Huntington

"New Sheen"
Cleaners
Third St.—Phone 355
"Where college clothes get the
degree of cleanliness "

highest

Ix)velace Shoe Shop
From old to new with any shoe
Hie lust trade ni.itt-ri.il used
Third St.

GRAY'S
DRUG STORE

COLLEGE
SHOPPE
Prompt Service
Call 200

KLEANWELL
Cleaners & Tailors

S. A .LEGUS

^

FREE
MUSIC
LATEST
RECORDS

Farmville, Va.

Expert cleaning, repairing and
remodrtinc
Main St.

O

pposlte P. O.

Phone !)h
Under the mangement ol
( MAii I II

JOHNSON

*■■

COLLEGE SHOPPE
"The Center of College
Activities"

FREE
MUSIC
LATEST
RECORDS

THE BEST FOOD IN TOWN! TRY IT!
15c
Breakfast
TO. S. T. C.
GIRLS ONLY
One Egg
Bacon
Toast
Jellg
Coffee

15c
Special
FOR S. T. C.
GIRLS ONLY

SANDWICHES
Chicken Salad
Ham
llar-ll-tj
Minced Ham
Hamburger _
Bacon - Tomat o
Bacon Sandwich
Tomato-Lei luce

DRINKS

__ 10c
10c
10c
10c
10c
15c
10c
10c

Tru Our Delicious

PLATE LUNCHES
OYSTERS, Any Style

2 for 25c

35c & 50c
PROMPT
SERVICE

CIGARTTKS
Old Gold, Camels,
Chesterfield
Luckies

Large Lime
.__
5c
Pineapple Flip
5c
MILK SHAKE
Double r\ch—made with
cream
1
__
10c
Jumbo Ice
Cream Soda
10c
Nut Sundae
J$c
Plain Sundays
10c

We Deliver

COLLEGE
SHOPPE

room
200

>
■ i

■;.
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Sororities Entertain
Members With
Pienie and Tea

Many Girls
Attend Dances
In Lexington
And Blacksburg

The active members of Delta
Theta Alpha held a tea on o •
tobl I 11 at 5:00 in the Chaptl
loom in honor of their patron*.
Miss Mary B. Haynea and til
Alice Carter, Miss Lucille Jennings, our faculty sponsor and
Bollck, an associate member were also present, Ru
riches and cookies were
i rved.
The members of Alpha BpsUon
Girls from 8, T. C. who attend- chapter of Pi Kappa sisma sorored the Ojx nins dances at w. & L.
ity were entertained by their adUnivei ii'. in i.' xington wei
ther Atkinson. Virginia Carroll, viser, Miss Olive T. Her, at a
Ore Barm I Frances ilutchcson.j picnic at Longwood on Wednesi;ni„
M ii•- day afternoon. A delicious supper
Kenzie, Beverley Sexton, Louisa was served after which the Pi
Btephenson, Doris Trtmyer, RelenlKaps Rathercd around the Are
Wails. Patricia Whltlock and :IIHI toasted marshmallowa and
Prince Smith.
.tun songs.
Those mils from Farmville who |
attended the Homecoming dances
and football game at v. p. I. in
Blacksburg were Evelyn Burford,
Rosalie Coberly, Pruley Lee Henderson. Eleanor Hutcheson, CathMr. Charlie i rench entertained
erine Maynard, Fiances Pope.
Monogram Club with an oysLouise Barle Painter, Edna Mae
Ruby, Lucy Staples and Marjorie ter roast in the cabin at Longwood last Thursday night.
Wicks.
The cabin was brightly lighted
Anne F.asley. Helen Virginia, nt| ,m(, b(rM (Wl.orii{ed for the
Holllday and Polly Hughes at-! (
tended the opening dances at
^ member of lhe club was
V. B. S. in Lynchburg during the .i:il)tti(, (() brjn(, ft RUCst BeMu
weak-end of Oct. 15.
,he students Mjss tier and Mr.
Among I he en Is from S. T. C Graham were present.
who wen In Richmond during j
the past week-end were Doris i
Adkins, Elsie Dodd. Mable Burton, Elisabeth Burke, Genevieve
Cook, Mary Kathenne Dodson,
Continued from Page 1
Prances Dickinson.
Margaret
Franklin. Lillian Frances Ger- Many tours have also been planman. Alpha Lee Oarnett, Ellen ned for the delegates while they
Gray. Peggy Hughes. Jane Har- arc in Cincinnati.
dy. Mary Jackson. Shirley Mc<'alley, Kathenne l'eeiy. Beverley
Alpha Phi Sigma
8:00
Punkms. Dorothy Hose Perkins.
Augusta Parks. Bill Stone. Phil- Friday:
Sip.ma Pi Rho
7:00
ippa Schlobohm. Bonnie Stevcnson, Evelyn Byrd Timberlake. Saturday:
Nancy Wollf and Caroline Willis.
MI.SS Camper, Jane Powell, Vera
Ebel and Selma West attended
the Sigma Sigma Sigma convention In Huntington, West Virginia. Oct. 15.
Among those from Farmville
who were in Roanoke during the
week-end of Oct. 15 were Mary
Catherine Ninninger. Nancy Naff.
Dorothy Menefee, Marie ott.
Elizabeth Bummarfleld, and Jean

Three (Jirls Attend
V. E. S. Openings
In Lynchburg

Monogram Club
Is Entertained

A. C. P. Meeting

REMEMBER?

Magazine Editor

Ann DuKRer. editor of "The
( II onnade," the literary iiiaga/inc of rarmvillc
State
Teachers College.

College Magazine
Introduces Change
For This Year

only way it seems that the Yanks
could be strengthened would be j
to buy Johnny Vander Meer. |
Hank Greenberg and Judge Lan- j
dis and none of thee are for sale.
This question has a serious side!
as well as a humorous one. In the
entire history of organized base- !
ball I can find only two clubs
thllt dominated the picture any!
way llkl, tI,c Yanks have donc j
T.,,,(. were !hl. Bostons of 1872-'
75 and ,he st. L^ Browns of
e -88. The Bostons won four
consecutive National Association
Pennants when this was the only
—nor league. The sad result of
this was dropping off of interest
and calibte of the league. The
nexl season the National League
started with better balanced
clubs although none could comPare, w,th, Bcf °'ls- "icy immedia,e v
- •™< «'cded and have been
working ever since.

One year ago, this week, all of
his happened. Do you upperi
i. member these items of interest?
Miss Royal] was elected National President of A'pha Kappa Gam.-a When the fraternity held its
on\ ntien In Farmville. Miss
StUbb "
cted executive secis presented With a
6 amond kej for her services.
Maty II rrlson, Libby and Ruth
Jus returned from capturing Chiand fellow Journalists With
Southern drawl.
Oinny Agee and Jim Johnson,
n the major roles in the
joint fall play. "Mary, Queen of
Scots."
"The Virginian" had just red a notice that it had won
first class honor rating.
Tne Browns did not succeed ln
Prince Smith had just returned
from W. & L. and the love bug dominating the picture as the
had definitely bitten her. She even Bostons did. They did sweep easiwanted to change schools and ac- ly Iour stlaight American Asso-

]^£££?££SXEi r°°

pennan,s alth0UBh they

EACO THEATRE
Mats 4 P. M — Nights 8 P. M.
W.d.-Thurs.. Oct. 19-20
ROSALIND Rl'SSELL
El!ROLL FLYNN
"FOl'It'S A CROWD"
"Thanks for the Memory"
Wi.'-Sat.Tbct. 21-22
JOHN HOWARD
MARY CARLISLE
11)1 ( IIDOWN ARMY'
•'. MorT-Tuos., Oct. 24*25
JAMES STEWART
JEAN \K rill It
"You Can't Take Ii
With You"
Cartoon "Glass slipper"

\( \t tVed..-Tharl Oct. M-31
RUDOLPH VALENTINO
"The Son of a Sheik"

MARTIN, the Jeweler
CoBege and Sorority Jewelry

all the sororities and honor fra- only won one P°st season series 317 MA|N ST
FARMVILLE.
ternities on the capus just to at- from the National League wintain the social life of the college, tiers, However, they too caused —
public interest to center in the
other league race and spelled the
doom of the Association as a
Major League.
MUX WORK
The Giant four in a row team
of
With the Worlds Series over.
about 15 years ago did not
BUILDING MATERIALS
the spikes have been hung up. cause such results,
and King Football reigns while
Basebal drops out of sight for
a while. However, to a real baseball fan the season never ends.
When the cold winds blow he sits
around the hot stove and replays
the season, makes trades, tells
Over 100 received today! Every known style and color
tall tales, and fires the manager.
Lovely Skirts, too!
In addition to this, this season
he is breaking up the Yankees.
He is backed in this effort by 15
major league clubs but opposed by
the Yankees. Ruppert has said
no. he is going to strengthen the
Yanks. How. I don't know. The

Series Fade Into
Background

Last year the magazine was
published three times during the
school year and was known as
"The Farmville Quarterly Review''
This year the magazine will be
published eight times during the
school year and will be known as
"The Colonnade ". The size of the
sine has been enlarged and
II wi 1 be illustrated by drawings
and photographss.
The magazine will continue to
be a literary magazine publishing
worthy articles by the students
but it will be relieved of literary
stiffness with the addition of a
humor section.
The first issue of the Colonnade
will appear on the campus the
last of this month. The magazine Johnny Lybrook as business manis edited by Ann Dugger with ager.

Farmville Mfg. Co

SWEATERS—SWEATERS

$1.98to $2.98

THE HUB DEPARTMENT STORE

Scot I

Isabel Williamson was recently
the guest of Will Scott at her
home in Orange.
Louise Anthony, Marian Heard,
Elisabeth Tyree
and
Marian
Woishain have returned to s. T.
o from their homes In Danville
E. Byrd Hutchison was the
guest of her parents at their
home In Qlouceetei during the
week-end ol Oct. 16,
Mary Catherine Stuigis and
Amy Powell were guests Of then
parents al their homes on the
i i, in shore last week-end.
Among, the girls from Parmviiie who were m Petersburg
during the week-end of Oct. 15
were Julia Lyons Helen Itcllwalm Man Elizabeth Petticrew,
Helen Seward I
eth Townsend and Lulu Wlndham
M.in:,mi .ir
returned
from Columbia where she was a
• ai the bonv ol Elisabeth
Ki ii'
Mary Elisabeth Badger was a
guesl "I Ml I A. 1) Kilhani at
her home in Chailottesvhle during the week-end of Oct. 15.
ihi I h BillUPS let ill ned to
school Ocl ifl from I short visit
to her home In Mathews
M f Ki
He. k was recently
the guesl of her parents at their
home in Dtnwlddle,

... Chesterfield
everybody wh
It's pleasure you
everybody knows that.. . and
it's pleasure you get in every
Chesterfield you light
Chester fields are milder and bettertasting and here's the big reason ...

Schedule for the Week
01' October 24-29
lion
Virginia itafl meeting
Choral Club
Choir
Bouse Council
lay
I
is inclines
l'i i I.mini.i Mu

7:oo
8:00
10 00
7:00

Water Carnival
8:00
Wednesd IJ
Y w c \
5:00
un Kyrl'i Symphony
testra
8:00
Thursdaj
Magazine staff meet me
5:00
House Council Installation 7:00
Kappa IVlta PI
7:00

Copi

I

It takes good things to make a
good product. In Chesterfield we
use the best intlredients'a eiijirette
ran hare.. . mild ripe tobaecos and
pure cigarette paper.

I'M I Will 11 MAN
ICvtry H rdmsday llvtniuf

GBOROI
ORAQH
BURM.
ALLAN
l.vrry I riday I rrnin(
All (. It. S. flalion,
CDOIB DOOLBY

I null,,ill Hlghlifhti
Kvery Thursday and Saturday
5.' Leading ."■'. II. (.. Stations

..with MORE PLEASURE
for millions
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Water Carnival
New Equipment
Sport Slants
Forty Students
Is Postponed
For Minor Sports S. T. ByC. Marjorie
Nimmo
Participate in
is really out for all
sports in a big way. Everything
By H20 Club
Has Arrived
is now in full swing! All you Tennis Tourney
"Annie Athletes" here's your
Minor sports equipment has ar- chance to blossom out and show
For Another Week rived
Tennis tournaments started
and is now set up ready for your ability.
Points Will Be Given
For Class Winning
Competitive Stunts
The water carnival has been
postponed until Tuesday. October
25. The H20 club requests that
ClMMI be more conscientious
about practices because they are
trying to make this the most successful carnival. Thus far. the
plans for the skits are as follows:
Sophomores and Seniors cling
to formation. The Seniors began
the Olympic theme when they
were Freshmen and this year will
be tin crowning Olympic event.
The plans are to make this carnival stunt a climax of the four
years
Juniors plan a circus performance. Alligators, clowns, serpents,
and frogs are a few of the Interest! to be included.
"A Froggie Would a Wooing
Go" will be presented by the
Fi i shman class.
Each class is competing against
Ihe other and the two classes
winning first and second places
will be given points for the color
cup.

World Sports
Last week's spoils new.-- HI full
of surprises. Not by any means
the least surprising was the University of Virginia and Washington
and Lee game. It looks as though
that Virginia team is something
to keep an eye on this season.
The Cavaliers turned the tides of
a seven year saga of defeat into
a riotous conquest of an old State
rival when they upset W. & L.'s
big blue team before a colorful
Homecoming Day crowd of 9.000
at Scott Stadium. The final score
was Virginia 13 and Washington
and Lee 0. but that does not tell
the true story of Virginia's superiority. The two touchdowns
represented more points than Virginia has tallied against the big
Blue since 1930. the year high
stepping Bill Thomas led the
Cavaliers to a 21-7 victory, their
last up to yesterday, over the team
from Lexington at ole Lambeth
Field. One might also mention

use. The new paddles for the old
table arc here. The new table will
be set up in the gym and the
old table will remain in the reci rat inn hall. Badminton nets will
be set up in the lot next to the
Infirmary and new equipment
will be used. An indoor set will
be placed in the gym. In the gym
also will be ■ shuffle board set.
which can be used at anytime.
Crews Borden. manager of minor sports, announced that all
equipment will be kept in Miss
lid's office, and anyone desiring
to play must see her to get equipment. Care must be taken of
equipment
In
playing
these
sports.
that three times Virginia lost the
ball inside W. & L.'s three yard
tripe and twice drove to the
Oeneral's one—once for a first
clown there only to lose possession
on a bad snap. These were stories
of thrusts that failed and luckily
for W. & L. they did. for the heavier Generals, with their passing
game meeting an airtight defense
that included six interceptions run
back for a total of 88 yards, spent
most of their time grinding out
yards within their own territory.
Only twice during the game were
the Generals able to penetrate
Virginia's ground, both times on
passes, and in neither case did
the]) get beyond the Cavalier'.;
40 yard line. So watch a swell
school make a grand comeback on
the gridiron.
There were several other suron the various football fields
and I wouldn't be a bit surprised
if the safest thing to do about
them Is to keep quiet. How about
it Tigers? That goes for Keydets
and the Techmen. too huh?
Here's a surprise that should
have been headlines. Adrian Quist.
of Australia, defeated J. Donald
Budge, holder of all the world's
leading tennis prizes, in Los Angetas Saturday in the semifinals
Of the annnual Pacific Southwest
Championships. The scores were
7-5. 6-2, 5-7. 6-3. Without detracting from the amazing performance of the Australian, Budge
appeared greatly off form. He seldom rushed the net and was guilty of frequent errors as he dropped the first two sets in rapid
die fashion.

ROLLS DEVELOPED
Any liM roll kodak film developed,
eight never-fadeWlox pr.nls for only
l.ou- priert on cantlul film. Handy
mailing envelopet furniihed.
VALUABLE PREMIUMS GIVRN

25*
(COIN)

MAIL YOUR FILMS TO

Jack babbit Co.
SPARTANBURG. S. C.

PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK
Farmville. Virginia
CAREFUL MANAGEMENT

COURTEOUS SERVICE

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

—S. T. CYour friendi will appreciate the thoughtfulneu
that prompts you to give your photographs

SPECIAL PRICES
Make an appointment today!

DAVIDSON'S STUDIO
The House of Quality
FARMVILLE

I

VIRGINIA

On Monday we have hockey and
archery. This year Farmville will
again have a varsity, those class
teams have plenty of vacant
places for some swift, hard hitting
student. If you cant be struck by
cupid and learn how to shoot
some of those darts. It gives one
poise too so all you stately ones
here's a chance to shine.
Tuesday brings forth freshman
be lit ball. Those freshmen red
and whites are out to do things,
but practice makes perfect so
come on Freshman—Practice!
Friday—that truck leaving the
back porch at two o'clock and
four is heading to Longwood and
those gals are out for a little
golf. Mr. Graham is the capable
teacher in this club swinging
game. Gather your clubs gals and
enjoy I nice walk over that green
at Longwood.
Any day one may see prancing
horses and beautiful girls in riding habits cantering along the
byways. Riding is a new sport at
S. T. C. but it is fast gaining favor.
All that splashing and squeling
comes from the pool most any

this week and each girl must play
her game at the date which her
game is scheduled. The tournament is as follows: Helen Mcllwaine, Clara B. Cook; Elizabeth
Ann Parker, Alyce McAfee; Madge
Harne. Anne Cock; Louise L.
Haydon, Chlotilde Jarman; Macon Raine, Elizabeth Barlow;
Anne Shirley, Roberta Payne;
Betsy Briggs, Harriette Dawson.
Esther Coleman, Pat Gibson;
Margaret Britton. Nene Lee; Betty Shumate. Marie Brickeri; Myna
Smith, Eloise Sumnen;
Helen
Wentz, Sarah Cartes;
Ruby
Adams. Anne Heff; Mary E. Badger, Evelyn Timberlake; Army
Butterworth. Lucy Turnbull; Fay
Glenn, Jack Cock; Dot Fisher,
Harriette Walker; Lucy Blackwell. Laura Nell Crawley; Dot
Johnson. Mary Alice Marshall;
Vintoria Tarmer, Jenny Carroll.
afternoon and
on Saturday
nights too. Some one is always at
the pool to help the beginners
and improve the advanced students.
With all thees sports now in
season—Take your choice.

Sullivan&WaMen Score Tiger
Touchrioivns;Soyars Converts
Emory Twice Pushes to Within Five
Yards of Goal During the First Half
The Tigers from Death Valley made their first Bluefield appearance at the Bluefield stadium Saturday afternoon wearing down the
resistance of a stubborn Emory and Henry college eleven and Hampden-Sydney's gridiron forces marched off with a 14-0 victory before
more than 3.000 people.
The Tigers had their backs to the wall twice during the second
quarter. The Wasps once pushed to within three yards of the promIsed land and again they moved*down to about the five yard line.
Howard Opens Hole
But each time the HampdenTwo
plays placed the ball to
Sydney forward wall stiffened. One
time four thrusts at the line were within three yards of a touchdown
repulsed and the Tigers punted and then Halfback Walden drove
out from their end zone. On the through a h ole opened at right
other occasion the scoring threat guard by Al Howard, former Blueended when after three tries at the field college captain, to cross the
line, a desperate Emory and Hen- final striper for the score.
This time the point after touchry effort by the field goal route
down was annexed when Walden
went amiss.
dropped back and dropkicked the
Tigers Take Over Late
ball Just inside the uprights. Less
Coach Yank Bcrnier's team than two minutes of play remaincame back strong for the second ed and the final plays of the ball
half, seized upon the breaks to game saw the valiant Wasps tryquickly cash them into touch- ing desperately to connect on the
downs in the third and fourth areial plays which were broken up
periods and almost completely by the alert Hampden-Sydney
dominated the play during the secondary.
closing stanzas. The advantage
Emory's first big threat came
had weighed in the Wasps favor after a first down gave them posduring the first half.
session near the Hampden-SydWnh a broiling Indian Summer ney 40 strip. On a double reverse,
sun beating down upon the two the Tigers were completely baffled
teams and the colorful throng and Johnson, Narrows. Va., boy
winch more than half filled the raced around his left end for 36
Municipal stadium, players of both yards and a first down five yards
schools were handicapped and the from the goal line.
offensive play was spotty. The
Forward Wall Stiffens
winners netted but 87 yard runHymes
then gamed only two
nlng from scrimmage while the
yards in two thrusts at the fightWasps traveled this route for a ing Tigers forward wall, and on
net gain of 59 yards.
the next down the Emory and
But entering the game as the Henry back was held for no gain.
underdogs, the best Wasp football
It was here that Johnson
team Bines the golden era foot- dropped back to about the 18
ball days of the regime of the late yarder and stried a flel dgoal by
Pedle Jackson put up a great placement. The shot went wide
scrap.
and low of it's mark and the Tigers took over and soon kicked out
Score on Fumble
The first scoring came midway of danger.
The other time Emory and
of the third chukker when the
Wasps were backed up in their Henry threatened was in the same
own territory after an exchange period when two passes, one from
of kicks. An Emory back started Johnson to Captain Eaton good
through midline, was hit viciously for thirty yards, placed the ball
by ti
Forward wall and the deep in Tiger territory. Another
(I pigskin flew out of his first down was netted on a spinaims. Quarterback Sullivan grab- ner good for eleven yards and then
bed the ball out ol the air at the the Tigers braced and held for
id raced across clowns. They took over at
the remaining chalk marks to own 5 to punt from behind the
plant (In leather egg in pay dirt goal line back to their own forty.
Lineups:
for ti. | ill' . first core.
Pos.
II.-S.
Soyars. s Tiger lineman, drop- K. II.
D (e)
LE
O'Hair
back and placekicked bcautlLT
Brown
fully to ring the bell for the ex- Love
Kovach
LG
Soyars
tl i point and thereafter the tiring
Pierce
C
Armistead
1 io wilt rapidly.
RG
Howard
s final touch- Mullins
, RT
Craft
i me late In the fourth Hedrick
RE
Buchinskv
r when the Tigen lnter- Mellons ,e-.
QB
Sullivan
nund pays with it trav- Brittaln
HB
Walden
i"h the air lanes to earn Mann
HB
Spencer
down seven yards from the Barker
nannafu
Dd H nry goa line. This '■''
ring touchdowns' Hani;
drive crime after a pass mteieepSydney - Sullivan and Walden.
il near midfleld.
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Three Students Pass
Official Test for
Examiner's Badge

DRUMELLER'S
FANCY

MEATS AM) C.R-OI I KII S
Marr.aret Britton. Sydney Yonce
and Marjorie Nimmo were the
three gir.s out of a class of eight
Who passed the examiners' life
saving test given last spring at
ParmvUle. Mr. Ganimage, a Red
5—10—25c STOKK
Cross official from Washington,
taught the class and after three
days work tested and graded the
students.
Examiners badge is a higher
badge than that of senior life
avers and enables the holders of
the badge to teach and pass swlmers on beginners and advanced
tests, and also Junior and Senior life saving. Swimmers must
have passed the Senior life saving test to be elegible for examFor a fine eoleetion of
iners.
CHRISTMAS CARDS see
Last year was the first year an
MRS. PAUUETTE
-xaniners test was given at S. T.
C. Pat Gibson, swimming instrucCards will be displayed it
tor, stated that it is yet undecidSchool soon
ed as to whether these test will
be given this year. Junior and Senior life saving tests will be given
in the spring to any students eligible for the class. Students desiring these classes should start
Visit us for the
practicing and learning fundamentals of swimming strokes imBEST FOUNTAIN SERVICE
mediately.
Swimmers may be eligible for
Senior life saving without having
passed Junior li'e saving, but she
We sell, service, and repair anymust be 17 years of age.
thing electrical
Minor Sports Manager
Announces Many Sports
To Interest S. T. C. Girls
PHONE 40

ROSE'S

ON THE CORNER

Complete Assortment
For Your
Hallowe'en Parties

C. E. CHAPPELL CO.

Electric Appliance Co.

S. T. C. Girls—Are you interested in all kinds of sports? Well, if
you are, here is your chance to
have bigger and better fun. Crews
Borden. manager of minor sports,
has announced that more games
are being scheduled in behalf of
all the girls. So, whenever you're
interested In a game of Ping Pong
just go down in the "Rec" and
play till your heart's content.
Badminton and croquet are to be
played in Joan Court, shuffle
board in the gym. golf at Longwood, and bridge and numerous
other card games down in the
Student Lounge. Then there is
also horseback riding that is particularly inviting this fall. So, all
of you, here's hoping you'll have
fun. By the way. don't forget the
Play Nights" in the Lounge.
Points after touchdown—Soyars,
'Placementi; Walden idrop-kick).
Refceee. D. Eyler, Georgia. Umpire. Tim Miller, Richmond. Linesman, Stubby Currence. Davis and
Elkins. Field Judge, Jim Smith,
V. M. I.
Game Statistics
EH. H.-S.
Total yards gained
116
95
Total yards lost
57
8
Net yards gained
59
87
Passes thrown
13
3
Passes completed
3
I
Passes intercepted
2
0
Yardage gained, passes 72
33
Punts
9
12
Average dstance
36
33
Punts returned
46
16
Fumbles
1
2
Own tumbles recovered .0
1
Op. fumbles recovered .... 1
1
Penalized
30
28
First downs
5
6
Baylor University students have
a new way of determining what
OOUrses they'll take.
Each student takes a personality test before making out his
class schedule—a test that shows
his psychological tendencies. Results of these tests are combined
with aptitude, scholastic record
and study habits to tell faculty
members how to advise their
charges.
School officials believe the new
plan will reduce the number of
failures

TRY
Ol'R DELICIOUS SANDWICHES
Chicken Salad
I Or
Ham
10c
Bar Il-Q
10c
Hamburger, Tom. & Letturr 10c
Cigarettes — Chesterfield. Lucky.
Old (iold. Camels 2 for 25c.

Southside Drug Store
Patronize

Patterson Drug; Co.
—AT—

Money Saving Prices
—FOR—

Drugs and Toiletries
Expert
Prescription Service
Clean Fountain
Featuring
Southern Dairies "Velvet"
Ire Cream
238 MAIN STREET

TRY A PAIR
of

"DEXDALE'
lieautiful Silk Stockings
from

VERSER'S
Call
for prompt delivery
Delicious popcorn
Hamburgers
Phone 224

SHANNON'S

JITTER BUG JACKETS
The Rage of All Coll(
All colors

$1.98
DOROTHY MAY STORE
Farmvillc's Only Exclusive Women's Bton

